
"With no-holds-barred runs at bean gobbling, beer drinking and the bodily 
functions that result, the gross-out factor is high...an effective 
low-brow pre-fab cult flick with...an infectious sense of fun." - Film 
Threat 
 
"Quite frankly this is one of the most enjoyable micro-budget films I've 
seen in a long, long time...the entire cast is amazing...nearly stealing 
the show is Bill Bradford as the redneck dwarf Cletus. I can't praise Bill 
Bradford enough. Director Joe Sherlock has the knack for keeping the jokes 
flowing and the action moving." - Chip Lamey of Video Crypt 
 
"Once I started laughing I couldn't stop because the movie just kept 
coming. I laughed so hard we had to pause the movie until I could breath 
again. ..You really have to listen but the dialogue is pretty 
unbelievable! Not only that, but the movie looks great. Camera angles were 
excellent and so was the lighting and sound. The head-squishing scene has 
got to be one of my favorites...This movie doesn't have one single 
socially redeemable quality and it's a great movie! I can't remember the 
last time I laughed quite this hard...I highly recommend this movie to 
anyone who's into movie's with a non PC theme. Be warned that if you 
offend easily this is not the movie for you!" - Wren Leach of Monsters At 
Play 
 
"This movie is great! No, really I mean it. The humor is the lowest common 
denominator type, which always makes me laugh. Adding to the comedy is the 
character of Cletus, who looks like a three foot corn dog without the 
stick. He manages to steal every scene he's in. The women are either the 
big giant mamas you come to expect from rural life or they're the hot teen 
age daughter type that are very easy on the eyes. This one is definitely a 
winner and something not to miss when checking out the video shelves." - 
Douglas A. Waltz for Cult Cuts 
 
"The acting is well-done on the part of the entire cast with the 
outrageous Felicia Pandolfi stealing the show...Don't miss the vomitous 
and totally slapstick cameo by actor Jeff Dylan Graham as Lonnie 
Bob-Joe...a downright funny movie...Get this flick, damn you." - Baal-Peor 
from Screaming Stoner Video 
 
"Just watched the flick and LOVED it. Oh man it looks SWEEEEET!" - Chris 
Seaver, Low Budget Pictures 
 
"Goofy, lighthearted and low-budget, the huge cast seems to enjoy the 
process of making a film, but the result is mainly for fans of campy 
horror." - The Portland Oregonian 
 
"Joe Sherlock's team-up with fellow director Michael Hegg spawned 
Bloodsucking Redneck Vampires, a raucous romp through many stereotypes and 
genre conventions...be warned that lots of baked beans are enjoyed, in all 
the ways baked beans can be enjoyed, and that strip poker is played with 
an alarmingly obese woman dubbed "One-Eyed Lurlene." - John Oak Dalton for 
MicroCinemaScene 
 
"If you're a fan of B movies that push the boundaries of taste and 
conventional aesthetics, then this is the movie for you." - David Walker 
for Willamette Week 
 



"Most of the gags are cheap and involve flatulence, boobs, midgets, 
extremely obese people, homosexuals and, of course, rednecks...there's a 
fair amount of nudity, including some of the biggest breasts you'd never 
(and yes, I do mean never) want to see." - Bob Ignizio for Utter Trash 


